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DEFICIENCIES OF AN ENTIRE ALGEBROID FUNCTION, II

BY KlYOSHI NlINO AND MlTSURU OzAWA

§ 1. It is well known that there is a big gap between two notions of excep-
tional values in Picard's sense and in Nevanlinna's. This is still true for an
algebroid case in general. The authors [2], however, have obtained some curious
results for a two- or three-valued entire algebroid function. A typical one is the
following:

Let f(z) be a two -valued entire transcendental algebroid function and a1} a2

and a% be different finite numbers satisfying

Σδ(aj9f)>2.
.7=1

Then at least one of {#/} is a Picard exceptional value of f.
Here the curiosity lies in the fact that the condition only on the deficiencies

implies the existence of a Picard exceptional value in the two-valued case.
In this paper we shall prove the following results.

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be a four-valued entire transcendental algebroid function
defined by an irreducible equation

where A3 are entire. Let a3, y=l, •••, 6 be different finite numbers satisfying
Σ5 -ι<5(#7,/)>5, where δ(ajtf) indicates the Nevanlinna-Selberg deficiency of f at a3.
Further assume that any two of {F(z, #/)} are not proportional. Then two of {aj}
are Picard exceptional values of f.

In this theorem the non-proportionality condition for every pair of {F(z, aj)}
cannot be omitted. We shall give a counter example showing this fact in § 4.

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be the same as in the above Theorem 1. Let {0/}J=ι be
different finite complex numbers satisfying

.7=1

Then at least three of {aj}, say a\, a2 and as, are Picard exceptional values of /.
Further then d(tf4,/)=δ(0β,/)=d(#6,/)= £(#?,/)> 3/4 and if there is another deficiency
of f at a8, then
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§ 2. Proof of Theorem 1. We put

gj(z)=F(z, aj), y = 1, — , 6,

and assume that all gj(z\ /=!,•••, 6 are transcendental.
We firstly have

(1) ίX
.7=1

and

( 2 )

where
5

aj=ι/ π (fli—<*ύ> /=ι, , 5.
*=!,**.;

Applying the method in the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] to our case, we have the
linear dependency of {gj}j~lf that is

( 3 ) αi'tfi+ΛB'ίfc+αβ'tfβ+^'βU+αβ'fl^O

with constants {a/} not all zero. Here at least two of {a/} are not zero. Hence
we may assume that c^W^O and a5'=a5. Eliminating g5 from (2) and (3) we
have

Since any three of {αy— a/} are not zero simultaneously, it is sufficient to study
the following subcases:

Case 1).

Case 2).

( i i ) αi^αa^O, αβ'^0,

(iii) αι'=0, α2/:^0, αβ'ΦO,

(iv) αι' = 0, αa'^O, α8

/dFθ, ^^ - ^2^ ̂  0,

( V ) α/ ̂  0, α2' ̂  0, αg' ̂  0, <*2α / — ̂ i^ = or 8απ' — ̂ i^s' = 0,

(vi) cr/^0, α/^0, αs'^0,

(vii) α/^0, αa

/:3Fθ, tfs'^O,
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Case 3).

( i i )

(iii)

(iv) O, α2'^0,

The cases 1); 2) (ii), (iv), (vi), (vii); 3) (ii), (iv) lead to an identity of the follow-
ing type

(A)

The cases 2) (v); 3) (iii) lead to the following type

(B)

The case 3) (i) leads to

(C)

The case 2) (iii) leads to

(D)

«101 H -- 7- -

The case 2) (i) leads to

(E)

By our assumption the case (E) may be omitted.
In the first place we remark that Valiron [3] proved

where A=maκ0^j^ (1, |A/|) and

Further we have
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4μ(r,A)=ίn(r,Q)+0(ΐ),

g= max(l, \
ι

The case (A). In this case we have

and

)=fw(r, <7ι*)+O(l),

where g1*=max1^^8(l, |0y|) Therefore the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 2
in [2] leads to the following type

(4)

Further we have

( 5 )

where & = l/Π|βι,*^,β(fly— #0» y=l»2,3,4,6. Eliminating gi and g3 from (4), (2)
and (5), we have

/ λ \ , / ^4 \
\0ίz -- — ffi }ffz+( #4 -- T- #3 1 J~ ,

Since 1— αi/Λ and 1—βι/λι are not zero simultaneously, we may assume 1—
We consider the following subcases:

( i i ) a2 -- ~-«ι=0, ^4 -- 7-

(iii) αr2 -- ~

(iv) α2 — r" ^i^O* α4 — ̂ -
/I Λ3

The case (i) gives trivially a contradiction.
The case (ii) leads to
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4 , .
4 -- — as 04+<*505 =

In this case we have

and

where 02*=max(l, |0ι|, |04|). By the reasoning of the case (B) in the proof of
Theorem 2 in [2] we arrive at a contradiction.

The case (iii) leads to

which is the type of case (E). Hence this case may be omitted by our assumption.
Consider the case (iv). In this case we have

and

where 03* = max(l, |02|, 1 04 1). Hence by virtue of the argument in the case (A) in
the proof of Theorem 2 in [2] we arrive at a contradiction.

The case (B). In this case we have

where 04*=max2<^4 (1, |0^|) By virtue of the argument in the case (B) in the
proof of Theorem 2 in [2], we similarly have a contradiction.

The case (C). Eliminating 0ι from (C) and (5) we have

Since (a1β2—a2βι)^0 and 4Γ(r,/)— m(r, 04*)+O(l), this case reduces to the case
(A), which is a contradiction.

The case (D). Eliminating 0ι from (D) and (5), we have

{/3ι(tf2 — tf 20 — « l/32}02 + \βl — («2 — αsO — «l/?8 03 ~ ̂ 1^404 ~ # l/3θ06 = βl — «ι ^F 0.
I oίz }

Since the coefficients of 02 and 03 are not zero simultaneously, we consider the
following subcases:
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, j8ia8(«2— αsO—

( iii ) βλ(a2 - αa') - (Xiβz = 0,

( IV ) /3ι(α2 - αaO - tfι/32 = 0,

( V ) /3κx3(α2 — α30 — <*ια2β3 = 0,

( vi ) /3ια3(α2 — α2') — <*ι#2/33 = 0,

(vii) /3ια3(>2 — α20 — αια2/33 = 0,

All of these cases reduce to the case (A), which is a contradiction.
Thus we obtain a desired contradiction in every case. Therefore at least one

of {0y}J-ι must be a polynomial.
Next we assume that one of {gy}Jβl, say glf is a polynomial. Further assume

that the others g3 are transcendental. If ccιgι = l, then the identity (5) implies

1 ft .x-n

which is the type of our case (A). This is a contradiction. If ag^l, then the
identity (2) implies

otzQz + (XsQs + #404 + a&g& = 1 — aiQi

By the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 1 in [2], this case can be handled in
the same method as our case (A). Hence we have a contradiction. Therefore at
least one of {QJ}]^ must be a polynomial and the proof of our Theorem 1 is
complete.

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 2. We set

F(z,ai), y=l, ,7,

and assume that all gj(z), j=l, •••,? are transcendental. Then by the proof of
Theorem 1 ΣS-ι5(«y,/)>5 leads to the following type

(E)

Further we have

( 6 )

where ^=l/Π^=1>fc^)5)6(^— ̂ ), y=l,2,3,4,7. Firstly eliminating ^ from (E), (5)
and (6) we have
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( 7 ) ((Xιβ2

( 8 )

All the coefficients of these terms are not zero. It is sufficient from (7) and the
argument of our case (A) to consider the following cases:

f Oι/32 —

( ϋ )
((<Xιβ* — <*3/3ι)03 + (Xiββΰβ = 0,

^4 = 0,

(aiβtQί + αι/36g6 = «ι — j8ι ,
(iv)

I («ι j8a — αaj9ι)ί72 + Oiβs — ̂ 3/3ι)g3 = 0.

Assume that the case (i) occurs. Then eliminating g2 from (8) and (i) we have

All the coefficients of these terms are not zero. Hence we have a contradiction.
In the cases (ii) and (iii) we have

and

δ(aι,f)+δ(a2,f)+δ(as,f)>2,

which gives similarly a contradiction.
The case (iv) leads to our case (B). Hence we have a contradiction.
Thus we obtain a desired contradiction in every case. Therefore at least one

of [QjYj-i must be a polynomial. We may suppose without loss in generality that
0ι is a polynomial. Further suppose that the others g3 are transcendental. Then
we have

T202 4-7-803 + ̂ 4 4-^707 = 1 — 7*10:1
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Here we may assume that (1— αι0ι)(l— βiδΌ^O. It is sufficient from the argument
of our case (A) to consider the following two cases:

f
( i ) (π)

l#202 + #303 = 0, I #404 + #505 = 0.

In the case (i) we have

- (#2/33 ~ ̂  3/32)03 + /3404 + /3606 =
#2

which is a contradiction by our standard method.
In the case (ii) we have

— #3/32)03 + #2/3404 + cx2βQgQ = a2 — β2 — (azβι — #ι/3

— #3^)03 + oi2γ±gι + (X2γ7g7 =a2 — γ2 — (a2γι

Since the right hand side terms of the above identities are not zero simultane-
ously, we similarly have a contradiction. Hence at least one of {gy}^=2 must be a
polynomial.

We may suppose that g2 is a polynomial. Further suppose that g3, j=3, - ,7
are transcendental. Then we have

Since the right hand side terms of the above identities are not zero simultane-
ously, we similarly have a contradiction.

Therefore at least one of {gy}^, say gs, must be a polynomial. Since / is
transcendental, it clearly follows that all ^,j=4,5,6,7 are transcendental. And
we have

)=w(r,00+O(l),

and

δ(at,f)+δ(aj,f)>l, y = 5, 6, 7.

Hence by virtue of our standard method we obtain

f #404 +#505 = 1 —#101 — #202— #303 = 0,

6 — 1 — βlQl — ̂202 — /3s03 = 0,

7
 =
 1 — 7Ί01 — ̂202 — ̂303

 =
 0.

Therefore we obtain a part of the desired result:

(9)
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_3
4 *

Suppose that there is another deficiency δ(a8,f) satisfying

Then we have

(10)

where μj = l/Π8

k=1 >Jcλ.J>5)6)7(tf/—ak). Eliminating glf g2 and gs from (9) and (10) we
have

(X2

1 βl

which is a contradiction. Hence we have

that is

Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

§4. A counter-example. We shall give here a counter-example showing that
the non-proportionality condition for every pair of {F(z,aj)} in Theorem 1 cannot
be omitted.

Let <7ι be a transcendental entire function, whose modulus satisfies

Let 04 be the famous Lindelof function f(z\ 2, a) with 0<α<l (cf. [1]). We set

1

05 =-04, 06 = 404.

Now we consider a four-valued entire algebroid function y defined by

where Λ=0ι, Λ = (l/6)(12-301+202-03-04), Λ2 = -(1/2) (2+201-02-03) and ι
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— — (1/6) (12— 301+302+03— £4). Then by virtue of the same argument as §6 in
[2] we have

4Γ(r, y)=m(r, flu)(l+e(r)), lim e(r)=0.
r->oo

Since F(*,0)=0ι, F(*,l) = 0a, F(z, -1)=0», F(*,2)=flr4, F(z, -2)=g5 and F(*,3)=gr3,
we obtain

3(0, y)=fl(l, y)=5(-l, y)=*(2, y)=δ(-2, y)=δ(3, y) = l.

However there is no Picard exceptional value among {0, 1, — 1, 2, —2, 3}.
Further we know that there is no other deficiency of y. In fact, suppose, to

the contrary, that there is another deficiency of y at aΊ. Then

-l, y)+δ(2, y)+3(-2, y)+3(3, y)+d(a,9 y)>6.

Hence by Theorem 2 there are at least three Picard exceptional values among
{0, 1, —1, 2, —2, 3, #7}, which is a contradiction.
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